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Peter Jones reviews The Greeks and Greek Love: A Radical Reappraisal of Homosexuality in Ancient Greece by James Davidson. James Davidson is an angry man. His wrath is directed at Sir Kenneth Dover, greatest of Greek scholars and author in 1978 of the ground-breaking Greek Homosexuality. That brilliant book has become the orthodoxy on the subject, and it is an orthodoxy to which Davidson, Reader in Ancient History at Warwick, takes the most violent exception. Sensitive readers should look away now. The Greeks & Greek Love book. Read 20 reviews from the world's largest community for readers. James Davidson uses a wide variety of sources - court cases...Â Start your review of The Greeks & Greek Love: A Radical Reappraisal of Homosexuality in Ancient Greece. Write a review. Jan 19, 2014 Edmund Marlowe rated it did not like it · review of another edition. Sex in ancient Greece wasn't all nymphs and satyrs going at it in the woods of Arcady â€“ unfortunately. Christopher Hart. Sunday 23 March 2008 01:00.Â As Davidson puts it in customary caustic and witty style, The Greeks & Greek Love excavates terrain that should have been excavated years ago, "had we not been so strangely concerned with sodomitical penetration". There's a lot more to Greek love than the crude enquiry, did they or didn't they? Davidson is more than happy to admit that there are areas where we cannot be certain, and his monumental study also forms a running commentary on classical historiography itself: not only what we know but how we know it, and what we do with that knowledge. In classical antiquity, writers such as Herodotus, Plato, Xenophon, Athenaeus and many others explored aspects of homosexuality in Greece. The most widespread and socially significant form of same-sex sexual relations in ancient Greece was between adult men and pubescent or adolescent boys, known as pederasty (marriages in Ancient Greece between men and women were also age structured, with men in their thirties commonly taking wives in their early teens). Though sexual relationships between adult men...